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OVERVIEW

I. Equity-Based Compensation

II. US Taxation

III.Cross Border Employment Issues
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Equity-Based 
Compensation



Equity-Based Compensation

• Equity Plan

• ESPP
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Implementation

• Plan Design and Documentation

• Administration

• Compliance Considerations

– U.S. Law

– Country Specific Analysis of Local Compliance
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Implementation: Plan Design and Documentation

• Plan Design

– Global Plan

– Discretion to modify for local compliance

– Sub-plans

• Form Agreements

– Country specific provisions

• Supplements to Prospectus
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Compliance Considerations

• Tax Consequences

• Securities Law Compliance

• Exchange Control

• Employment Laws

• Data Privacy

• Additional Issues for ESPP
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Compliance Considerations: Tax Consequences

• Taxation Event

– Options: generally, tax at exercise 

– RSUs: generally, tax at vesting

– Restricted Shares: may be tax at grant

– ESPP: generally, tax at purchase outside of the U.S.

– Characterization of Income

 May be unclear
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Compliance Considerations: Tax Consequences

• Withholding and reporting

– Who withholds and reports

– Effect of recharge

• Social insurance

– Employer and employee contributions

• Mobile employees

– Tax in multiple jurisdictions

– Tracking issues 
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Compliance Considerations: Securities Law Compliance

• Varies by country 

– Registration/Prospectus

– Exemptions for employee offerings or small offerings

– Notice filing requirements

• Change type of award

• Annual/periodic reporting
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Compliance Considerations: Exchange Control

• Regulates foreign currency flows

• Approval

– China

– SAFE approval

– Requires repatriation

• Reporting requirement

– By employer

– By employee
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Compliance Considerations: Employment Laws

• Plan entitlement/acquired rights

– Clauses to protect employer

• Vesting during notice period

• Discrimination

– Age

– Part-time
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Compliance Considerations: Employment Laws

• Clawback/Penalty clauses

– Enforceability

– Effect on taxation

• Restrictive Covenants

– Enforceability

– Effect on taxation
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Compliance Considerations: Employment Laws

• Governing law

• Translation requirements
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Compliance Considerations: Data Privacy

• Data privacy laws restrict processing and transfer of personal data

– Consent

– Third party administrator
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Additional ESPP Issues

• Conversion of Payroll

• Deductions

• Approval for Payroll Deductions

• Securities Exemptions

• Approval for Payroll Deductions

• Impact of Holding Period
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Practical Tips

• Review local compliance

• Prepare securities filing if necessary

• Prepare form agreements

• Analyze tax withholding/reporting

– Establish process

– Tracking mobile employees
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U.S. Taxation



Federal Income Taxation for U.S. Citizens/Residents

• U.S. Federal Income Tax Withholding

– U.S. citizens, permanent residents, and resident aliens are taxed on their worldwide 
income, regardless of where services are performed

– Withholding generally is required for all U.S. citizens and residents, with several 
exceptions:

 A treaty provides relief and the taxpayer claims treaty relief on the appropriate forms

 At the time of payment, it is reasonable to believe that the payment will be excluded 
from gross income under Code section 911 (US citizens only)

 The payment is subject to foreign income tax withholding in a foreign country or U.S. 
possession (US citizens only)

 Additional exceptions apply for services performed in U.S. possessions
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Federal Income Taxation for Nonresident Aliens

• Nonresident aliens are taxed on U.S. source income – i.e., payment for services 
performed in the U.S.

– Compensation generally allocated on the basis of workdays spent within and without the 
U.S.

– Stock option income generally allocated on the basis of workdays between the grant 
and vesting dates.

• Absent treaty relief, withholding rules for nonresident aliens are as follows:

– For employees, withhold at graduated rates under Code section 3402 (subject to flat-
rate withholding rules for certain supplemental wages)

– Non-employees generally are subject to 30% FDAP withholding under Code section 
1441, even though the individual may be subject to tax at graduated rates
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Federal Income Taxation for Nonresident Aliens

• Treaties may provide relief for individuals who are present in the U.S. for less than 
183 days during the year, if the compensation is paid by a non-U.S. employer and 
may not be deducted by a permanent establishment that the employer maintains in 
the United States.

• Under a few treaties, an additional limited exception is available for work done by the 
treaty country resident in the U.S., where total salary for the year does not exceed a 
prescribed dollar minimum

• Section 861(a)(3) exception applies if all three of the following apply:

– (i) the employer is foreign person not engaged in trade/business in U.S. or foreign office of 
U.S. entity; 

– (ii) the nonresident alien spends no more than 90 days in the United States in the calendar 
year; and

– (iii) compensation for all work in the United States does not exceed $3,000.
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Social Security Taxation

• U.S. FICA Tax Withholding

– Generally required for wages paid by any employer for services within the U.S., regardless of 
the employee’s citizenship or residency status

 Exception for nonresident aliens temporarily present in the U.S. under certain types of visas

 Exception for certain temporary foreign agricultural workers

– Generally required for services performed outside the U.S. by U.S. citizens and residents, but 
only for wages paid by an American employer

 The term “American employer” includes U.S. corporations, the U.S. government, U.S. 
residents, and partnerships where 2/3 of the partners are U.S. residents

 Also includes service under a U.S. government contract for a foreign member of a U.S.-
based controlled group

– Not required for employment with a foreign affiliate of a U.S. employer, except as provided by 
a totalization agreement or a 3121(l) agreement
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Social Security Taxation

• Totalization Agreements (more common)

– Prevent double taxation where both countries provide for coverage

– Permits social security credits in both countries to be added together

– Especially useful for temporary assignments, where a minimum period of service is required for 
social security benefits

– Not available for local hires

– Only available in about 25 countries

• Section 3121(l) Agreements (less common)

– American employer must have at least a 10% interest in the foreign affiliate

– Agreement is irrevocable

– Must apply to all U.S. citizens employed by the foreign affiliate, including local hires

– American employer is responsible for withholding and paying the employer and employee share of 
FICA taxes

• Income tax treaties rarely address social security taxes
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U.S. Citizens/Residents in Foreign Retirement Plans

• Foreign funded arrangements taxed under Section 402(b)

– Benefits become taxable when they vest

– HCEs taxed on trust earnings in discriminatory plans

– Funded arrangements are not subject to Section 409A

• Unfunded arrangements may be subject to Section 409A

– Must comply or qualify for an exemption

– Exemptions cover broad-based foreign retirement plans, and amounts excludable by treaty or 
pursuant to Code section 911 

– If exempt from or compliant with Section 409A, taxation is deferred until distribution or funding, 
whichever comes first

– If plan violates Section 409A, vested benefits (using a different definition of vesting than Section 
402(b)) are subject to immediate income taxation, plus a 20% penalty tax and premium interest tax 
retroactive to the vesting date

• Common mistakes: Failure to file forms required for treaty protection
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Non-Resident Aliens in U.S. Retirement Plans

• Many plans will exclude “non-resident aliens with no US source income” from 
participation

– These employees may be excluded from non-discrimination testing

– Employers may want to exclude from participation employees who receive benefits 
under the retirement plans of other countries

– Plans often limit eligibility to employees paid from a U.S. payroll

• Taxation issues may arise when non-resident aliens employed in the US 
participate in a U.S. qualified plan

– Distributions are subject to 30% withholding to the extent attributable to income 
generated in the U.S.

– Distributions to non-resident aliens are reported on IRS Forms 1042 and 1042-S
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Key differences between US and other countries’ labor laws

• Many legal systems and foreign Labor Codes are highly protective of employment 
relationships

• Labor rights are in many countries protected by national constitutions; are considered 
“social rights”; and thus are not subject to waivers

• Social rights can be the subject of significant intervention and regulation by the state 
or by trade unions or works councils

• Employment “at will” not recognized

• Employment relationships are contractual in nature and presumed to be of indefinite 
duration

• “Just cause” requirement to terminate without compensation

• Employment periods that an employee has worked for companies of the “same 
economic group” are added to determine the employee’s cumulative service
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Key differences between US and other countries’ labor laws

• Changes in the legal or corporate structure of the employer typically do not 
affect the vested rights of employees

• Automatic transfer principle - employees might transfer automatically from one 
employer to another as a matter of law and be subject to certain restrictions

• Territoriality: generally, the labor law of a country may be invoked by an 
employee if: 

– the employment agreement was executed in said country; OR

– if the work is habitually performed in said country. 

• Most Favorable Law Principle: in a contract of employment, a choice-of-law 
clause does not have the effect of depriving the employee of the protection 
afforded to him/her by minimum or mandatory rules of law
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Employee Terminations

• No “at-will” employment

• Statutory provisions that require employers to show good cause and give notice 
before dismissing employees are the norm in many countries

• Justification must be related to conduct or capacity of the employee at the needs 
of the company

• In some countries, employers are required to include an employee 
representative in the termination process

• Generally, the dismissal must be reported to an employee in writing

• A termination found to be against employment laws or regulations may be 
nullified  the employee could have a right to reinstatement and/or monetary 
compensation
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Mass Terminations

• Aside from a showing of just cause one way or another, other rules apply to a 
group termination. (Like the WARN Act in the U.S.)

– A notice period is frequently required, sometimes depending on the number of 
employees affected

 In some countries, the employer may instead make a payment equivalent to the 
required notice period

– The employer may be required to do both, give notice and make a payment

– Employer may be required to retain based on seniority

– Special rules for transfer of a business
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Consultation

• Automatic Transfer Laws- there may be an obligation to inform and consult with 
elected representatives

• Works Councils- in many countries, there may be a need to consult with works 
councils about certain “business changes”

• Large scale redundancies- across Europe, there are obligations to inform and 
consult with elected representatives in relation to large scale redundancies

• Significant liabilities and implications for failing to comply with these obligations
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Global Mobility

• Given the significant investment expatriation arrangements represent for 
employers, companies need to be aware of 

– the different legal routes to transferring an executive overseas and the implications of 
those routes

– fundamental differences between U.S. labor laws and the labor laws of other countries; 
and

– the risks such differences entail in the context of repatriation

– immigration issues
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Effecting mobility

Common ways of structuring cross-border mobility and accommodating overseas 
working
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International secondment

The temporary assignment of an employee 

from one organisation to another for a 

specified period, usually to carry out a 

particular project.

Local employment

The permanent transfer of an employee’s 

employment to a host country. Depending 

on the requirements of the host country, 

this may or may not be to a local entity in 

the host country.

Informal remote working

The temporary permitting of an employee 

to carry out their existing role from a 

country other than the country in which 

they are contracted to work for their 

employer. 



International secondments

Temporary assignments with an expectation of return
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Advantages
Commonly offered to build relationships with 

third party businesses; career development; and 

to deploy skills and experience in new markets. 

Paperwork

Local employment contract?
In a typical secondment, the secondee remains 

employed by the seconder. But local laws may 

require a local (temporary) employment contract.

Mandatory local laws
In advance, should consider laws of jurisdiction 

in which the secondment will take place. Local 

laws may impact the viability of the secondment. 

Temporary only

Tax and immigration
Need to identify whether employee can work in 

host country and what the tax and social security 

arrangements will be.

Best practice to document arrangement between: 

(i) seconder and the employee to be seconded; 

and (ii) seconder and host entity.

The duration should be agreed in advance. Some 

jurisdictions mandate that a secondment must be 

for a temporary period to be valid.



International secondments

Temporary assignments with an expectation of return
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Payments
In some jurisdictions, even if employee remains 

employee of seconder, local employment laws 

apply and local tax and social security payable.

Benefits

Business protections

Relocation expenses
Consideration should be given to who bears the 

expenses of relocation, e.g., transport, shipping, 

housing allowances, school fees, and tax advice.

Cross-border data transfers

Return of the secondee
Essential to consider at the outset what will 

happen at the end of the secondment. Most 

jurisdictions require return to old job or similar.

Local laws may mandate provision of local 

benefits. Global benefit policies should be 

checked to see if they extend to host country.

Seconder and host entity may have obligations 

under local data laws re: secondee’s personal 

data, esp. regarding international transfers.

Important to check existing confidentiality 

protections and post-termination restrictive 

covenants work in context of secondment.



International secondments

Temporary assignments with an expectation of return
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Employee rights
Seconded employee may be able to bring claims 

against seconder or host based on rights under 

laws of home country and also of host country.

Governing law

Execution

Discrimination
Seconded employee likely to be protected by 

national discrimination laws in home country and 

of host country. 

Jurisdiction for disputes

Language
Secondment agreements can often be written in 

English, but local laws should be checked as they 

can mandate local language requirements.

Irrespective of parties' choice of governing law, 

the mandatory employment laws of host country 

often override.

Can be complex. Irrespective of parties’ choice of 

fora for settling disputes, mandatory local laws or 

case law may dictate alternative fora.

Good practice for secondment agreement to be in 

writing and signed. May need to be registered or 

filed with a government authority. 



Local employment
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The employing entity Payroll, etcPoliciesContracts

 Not always necessary to 

employ through a local 

entity

 May be possible for 

existing employer to 

continue to employ 

employee in new country 

(as an overseas employer)

 Local laws must be 

checked

 Most countries require a 

written employment 

contract

 Other countries may 

require a written 

statement with key details

 Certain countries have 

local language 

requirements

 Local law may dictate that 

local policies be in place

 UK: disciplinary policy; 

grievance policy; GDPR-

compliant data policies, 

H&S statement

 Policies should reflect size 

of local workforce

 Essential to consider how 

payments will be made to 

employee and the 

withholdings that must be 

made for tax and social 

security

 May need to outsource 

payroll initially if no 

previous presence in new 

country



Local employment
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Overriding local laws
Other compliance 

issues

Mandatory local 

registrations
Business protections

 Employee will benefit from 

mandatory local 

employment laws

 Per secondments, 

alternative choices of law 

and fora likely overridden 

 Must ensure package 

offered complies with local 

law (e.g., re: pay and 

benefits)

 Know the local rights and 

restrictions (esp. dismissal)

 Confidentiality, IP and 

restrictive covenants vital 

to protecting employers

 Local laws re: restrictive 

covenants vary hugely

 Important to ensure that 

these business protections 

are valid under local law

 As an employer, even with 

one employee in a 

country, may be 

necessary to make certain 

local registrations (e.g., 

with local authorities and 

tax authorities)

 May also need to register 

with local data protection 

authorities

 May need mandatory local 

insurances (e.g., ELI)

 Increase in local 

headcount may trigger 

additional local rights 

(e.g., equality quotas)

 Will need requisite 

immigration permissions



‘Employers of record’
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What?

Employers of record or EORs can employ and pay local 

employees under an employment contract.  Employees are 

supplied to the end-user company under a commercial 

contract.  

Why?

Ease, but for a fee!

Keep headcount down

May be useful as a temporary measure while finding feet 

Commercial considerations & terms (1)

What are the fees for general services?

Is there a fee for client engaging individual directly?

Is there an express clause confirming EOR is employer?

Issue: local restrictions & rights

Local laws may restrict or prohibit the use of EORs (and 

comparable employee leasing arrangements), or give 

additional rights to employees 

Issue: protecting the business

Need to ensure business protections that kick in on 

termination of employment are appropriately drafted to 

ensure ‘end user’ client protected (local laws may restrict)

Commercial considerations & terms (2)

Who will carry out suitability checks?

What is the process to terminate an individual?

Who picks up tab for employment claims? 



Temporary remote working abroad

Employers continuing to receive requests

• Covid-19 left many employees asking if they could WFH abroad

• Employees asking to spend time downtime with family abroad or extend time in vacation destinations

Employment, immigration & tax risks still apply!

• While the proposed arrangements may be a matter of weeks, it still generates the risks discussed

• The longer the arrangement, the higher the risk

Consider putting in place a policy on handling requests

• Policy helpful for setting parameters and best ensuring consistency of treatment across staff

• May be especially useful with high volume of requests

Recommendations

• Before accepting request, ensure role can be performed properly and lawfully in proposed country

• Depending on risk appetite, take local advice on the risks

• Document arrangement and expectations in writing

• Check whether existing insurance and benefit arrangements still work
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